A poor transcription of the plays, almost without notes and in no sense a critical edition, was published in 1837 by Achille Jubinal under the title Mystères inédits du quinzième siècle in two volumes which are all but unavailable today. His text of the Fiacre play alone, aside from some eighty-three inconsistencies in spelling, contains many erroneous readings which often vitiate the meaning of the text. In his Théâtre français avant la Renaissance, Edouard Fournier republished three of the plays (Conversion Saint Pol, Conversion Saint Denis, and the Vie de Saint Fiacre). This version is even less satisfactory than that of Jubinal. In the case of the Fiacre play, while following JubinaPs text, Fournier adds a number of errors of his own invention. In all there are 176 incorrect readings, together with many completely erroneous interpretive notes. 1 Of the eleven plays, to date only four have been edited in accordance with the standards of modern scholarship. These are the Miracles Madame Sainte Geneviève (by Clotilde Sennewaldt, Frankfurt a. Main, 1937) , the Nativité Nostre Seigneur and the Geu des trois roys (by Ruth Whittredge, Bryn Mawr, 1944) , and the Resurrection Nostre Seigneur (by James F. Burks, unpublished Indiana University dissertation, 1957) .
The collection of plays in Gen 1131 is significant for the early history of the French theatre because it represents a step in the transition from the earlier liturgical drama to the vernacular plays of the fifteenth century, and also because it was probably the repertory of one of the early Gen 1131 is a small paper volume in an easily legible semi-cursive hand of the fifteenth century. 1 A red sign sets off each rubric and speech. The titles of the items contained in the manuscript, and the first letter of each verse, are either in red or have been painted over in that color. Pages and portions of pages left blank by the scribe bear remarks, scribblings, and drawings which were obviously added by later hands. 2 On the last folio left blank by the scribe (218 ro ), there is a statement by one Arnoul l'docte acknowledging that he had, on July 12, 1502, borrowed the volume from his uncle "Jehan l'docte, relligieux de Pabbaye et couvent de Saincte Genneviefve de Paris." Both Whittredge (p. 13) and Burks (p. 6 ) identify this Jehan l'docte as the monk who, according to manuscripts 1298 and 1872 of the Ste.-Geneviève library, was vested in 1472. He is also mentioned in two other manuscript volumes of the library 3 as being, in 1480, prior at Marizy, today known as Marizy-Ste.-Geneviève, canton of Neuilly-St.-Front, not far from Meaux. The fact that Marizy was during the Middle Ages a dependency of the Ste.-Geneviève establishment in Paris, accounts for Arnoul's description of his uncle as a "relligieux... de Saincte Geneviefve de Paris."
In his statement on £° 218 ro , Arnoul further says that he is a resident of the village of "Coupeureez," a name difficult of interpretation, since he makes no distinction between n and u. Some critics have thought that he meant Compiègne, but, as is pointed out by Miss Whittredge (p. 12, n. 9), this identification is probably incorrect, since Compiègne is spelled in the modern manner in line 1980 of the Nativité, and, since it was an important fortified place, Arnoul would not have called it a village. Burks (p. 6) , after examination of published and unpublished sources, concluded that Arnoul's "Coupeureez" is probably the present 3. DuMolinet, Histoire de Sainte Geneviève and his Inventaire des principaux manuscrits.
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hamlet of Coupvray, canton and commune of Lagny, near Meaux and Marizy-Ste.-Geneviève. If such is the case, it is possible that the manuscript was at Marizy when it was borrowed by Arnoul in 1502. Also, the fact that the Fiacre play was included in the manuscript, and that prominent roles are given to other saints (Geneviève, Denis, Sentin, Antonin, Céline) closely associated with the hagiography of the diocese of Meaux, lends credence to the additional possibility that it was actually compiled and/or copied at Marizy, where all these saints were undoubtedly known and revered. 4 In any case, no known fact concerning the manuscript or its history forces a different conclusion, though an alternative possibility would be that Fiacre was known at Ste.-Geneviève in Paris because of the proximity of the dependency to his home country.
Gen 1131 is one of the few volumes now in the Bibliothèque Ste.-Geneviève known to have been there during the Middle Ages. It was out of the library for a time during the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, 5 but it had made its way back before DuMolinet made his inventory in 1687. In 1760, it was lent to the Duc de la Vallière 6 and was returned shortly after his death in 1780. After that, with the exception of a short period when it was in the possession of Achille Jubinal during the 1830's, it has remained in the library.
IL THE LEGEND AND ITS SOURCES
The great popularity of the Fiacre legend during the later Middle Ages is attested by the ten French works devoted to it during that period. 1 Fiacre, supposedly of royal blood and originally named Fefrus, was one of the many Irish monks who emigrated to the Continent during the seventh century. He settled as a hermit at Brogilium (Breuil, now the hamlet of St.-Fiacre) near Meaux, where he is said to have died in 670. His relics and his stone (referred to in lines 412 ff. of the VSF) are still displayed in the church there. Fiacre, patron saint of Brie as well as of gardeners in general, is also regarded as the healer of the fic INTRODUCTION [3] (from Latin ficus, " fig," "fig-shaped No one of these is, however, identifiable as the direct source of the VSF, which merely follows, with slight differences of detail, the main lines of a well-known legend that had appeared in the Vignay translation of Voragine's Legenda Aurea?
III. THE FARCE
The VSF is unique among religious French plays of its time in that it contains a complete farce inserted 1 between the death of the Saint and the miracles performed at his shrine. The verse structure, including the four-syllable cue-line, and the language, both exactly like the same features in the remainder of the play, indicate that it was an integral part of the VSF as a whole and that, if it was not composed by the author himself, it was added by a redactor who worked at approximately the same time.
The subject matter of the farce, which has no connection with the story of the Saint, pictures realistically the everyday life of the lower classes. It is divided into two parts. In the first (710-849), a Brigant meets a Vilain, steals from him a fat capon, is challenged by a Sergent de police, defeats the latter, and escapes with his prize. In the second half (850-989), the wives of the Vilain and Sergent indulge in strong drink at a tavern and are on that account beaten by their husbands.
The farce, with its thin plot, elementary characterizations, and reliance on fisticuffs and vulgar language for its humor, has no great intrinsic value.
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It is hardly more than a loosely constructed skeleton 1. The word farsse is used here substantially in its etymological sense, that of "something inserted into something else." 2. Harvey, p. 113, has a higher opinion of it. He says: "The author is an excellent dramatic artist, and his point of view is that of an intelligent person of good social class." instance do the rubrics reveal any concern on the part of the dramatist for the methods to be followed in the staging of his play.
In spite of the limited information provided by the playwright, certain elements of the text of the VSF, and also what we know of the staging of medieval plays in general, enable us to form some idea of the mise en scene? It is almost certain that the play was planned to be performed indoors with the simultaneous setting customary in the medieval period. 4 The stage must have had two levels, the one representing Heaven and the other, earth. Across the back of the "earthly" level could be fixed mansions or lieux representing the clearly defined locations of action. The full width of the front of the stage, usually referred to as the champ, would be the acting area on which the less clearly localized events, and also the numerous journeys that are included in this play, would be represented.
Four mansions of some complexity would be required for a performance of the VSF. The first is, of course, Heaven, shown probably as a balcony or platform situated above the main champ, but connected to it by steps or a ladder.
5
A second important property is the little ship that transports Fiacre, and later his would-be fiancée, from Ireland to . The third required lieu is a hut to represent Fiacre's hermitage. The text of the play indicates that this structure was sufficiently large to permit two adults to stand inside it and carry on a conversation.
6
The last fixed location is the tavern which served as a setting for the second part of the farce (894-989). It is doubtful that more than a suggestion of such a building appeared on the stage. The lieu privé, where the two wives go to enjoy their drinks (895 and 899), could readily be implied by the use of tables and screens or simulated hedges. Additional stations of less importance may have been prepared to represent the church of St. Pharon (326 and 336), the bench on which the latter rests as he travels from Fiacre's hermitage back to , and the altar on which are placed the relics of the Saint (1019-22). It is possible that lieux of some sort were provided to represent the family home of Fiacre and that of the Pucelle. As there are no indications, however, that such properties appeared on the stage, it is also possible that the scenes involving these characters took place on the champ. Here, too, would be shown the meeting of the Brigant and the Vilain, their subsequent fight, and the conversation of the wives before their visit to the tavern. The edges of the champ must have served as the starting place of the various invalids who seek the aid of the Saint in the last section of the play (1082, 1120, 1136,1198, and 1234) .
Considerable ingenuity on the part of the producer would be required to do justice to the Heavenly Conclave and to the appearance of the Archangels before Fiacre and Pharon. Equally difficult to stage would seem to be the miracle wrought by Fiacre when he began to prepare his hermitage, and the journeys by land and water. Although our playwright does not tell us how these scenes were to be brought to the stage, we can point to other plays where similar problems of staging were encountered and overcome. In the fourteenth century Miracles de Nostre Dame of the Cangé manuscript, contacts between the Heavenly Host and characters of the plays were regularly represented. 7 Similarly, there are several early examples of the presence on the stage of simulated bodies of water over which mechanically motivated boats could pass.
8
The miraculous moving of quantities of earth by a few thrusts of the spade in our play (344-57) would be no more difficult to present than the "Miracle of the Sower" in the Geu des trois roys in Gen 1131.
9
Stage directions of the Geu des trois roys (378 r. and 388 r.) show that journeys were suggested in that play by having the travelers make sev- [8]
eral turns around the stage before reaching their destination. This same practice was undoubtedly followed in the VSF. Whether in our play the boat left its "sea" to move around the stage on wheels before "docking" at the "French port" is not stated, but this seems entirely possible. Our playwright's silence as to details of staging leads one to believe that he was writing in a well-established tradition for a confrérie which was accustomed to produce religious plays and was therefore equipped with all the devices needed for a realistic performance. Our play actually offers few new problems of mise en scène. An experienced producer, who had perhaps seen some of the Miracles de Nostre Dame and helped with earlier plays of the Gen 1131 manuscript, would have had little trouble in bringing the VSF to the stage.
V. CONNECTION WITH THE CONFRÉRIES
Most critics 1 who have studied the Gen 1131 collection have concluded that it represents the repertory (or a part of it) of the Confrérie de la Passion, the earliest permanent theatrical company in Paris. These critics base their opinion on several considerations. The plays as a group conform to the definition "quelque misterre que ce soit, soit de ladicte Passion et Resurrection, ou autre quelconque tant de Saincts comme de Sainctes") contained in the famous letters patent 2 by which Charles VI in 1402 permitted the Confrérie de la Passion to perform in public for profit. Gen 1131, in addition, gives every evidence of having been copied in or near Paris and the subject matter of the saints' plays, with the exception of the VSF, arises directly out of the hagiographie legends of the capital. Finally, the plays, judging from the sometimes elaborate instructions given at various places in the manuscript for staging them singly or in groups, were composed for performance by actors and not for silent reading. Emile Roy,
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Since so little is presently known, however, of the origins and early history of the Confrérie de la Passion, it is not possible to establish the fact that the Gen 1131 plays were performed by that group. Indeed, certain considerations lead to a belief that such may not have been the case. It is known that other companies were active in the presentation of plays in and around Paris in the late fourteenth and early fifteenth centuries. 4 Burks has found that a confrérie dedicated to Ste. Geneviève herself was sanctioned by letters patent of Charles VI in 1412.
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He suggests the possibility, therefore, that Gen 1131, a collection of plays centered around the Ste. Geneviève legends, was the repertory of this Confrérie de Ste. Geneviève associated with the Ste.-Geneviève monastery in Paris rather than that of the Confrérie de la Passion which was connected with the Église de la Trinité. It is certainly reasonable to believe that such an important church center as the Ste.-Geneviève monastery would have had its own organization and repertory for the performance of religious plays.
Although it is believed that several of the plays in Gen 1131 date from a period much earlier than that at which the letters patent were granted to the Confrérie de Ste.-Geneviève, there are also indications that at least some of the plays had been in frequent use over a considerable length of time prior to their inclusion in the manuscript. It seems possible, therefore, that our collection is a repertory gathered perhaps at the time when the Confrérie de Ste.-Geneviève was formally recognized by Charles VI (1412), though it is also possible that the confrérie unofficially had been presenting these and/or other plays earlier than that.
The fact that the VSF was included in a collection to which it seems extraneous raises another point for speculation. In the absence of information, one may conjecture that it was added by a scribe who had lived or worked at Marizy-St.-Geneviève (see above, p. 2) where it would have been well known to him. He may then have decided that its inclusion in his collection would increase the popularity of his company's [9]
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repertory in the region of the patron saint of Brie, and would consequently increase the possibilities for performances by the company there. Such a hypothesis, tenuous as it is, tends to explain why the VSF was made a part of an otherwise homogeneous group, though it must not be forgotten that Denis, Geneviève, Sentin, Antonin, Céline, saints associated with Meaux as well as with Paris, have important roles in several of the plays in the collection. 6 All considerations, therefore, combine to make plausible the attribution of Gen 1131 not to the Confrérie de la Passion, but rather to a Confrérie de Ste.-Geneviève, associated with the Paris monastery and with Marizy-Ste.-Geneviève, which performed these plays both in the capital and in the territory under the patronage of St. Fiacre.
VI. AUTHOR, LANGUAGE, AND DATE
No information regarding the identity of the author of the VSF is available. His play shows, however, that he was a reasonably skillful versifier and that he had some dramatic talent. An examination of his language 1 as reflected in rhyme and meter, indicates that he may have been a native of northeastern France, that he had probably become a resident of the Paris region, and that he wrote for audiences there toward the close of the fourteenth century. DIALECTAL TRAITS. Several northeastern characteristics appear: 1) the reduction of -iée to -ie (459, 540, 1030, 1075, 1129, 1208; but brisiee : prisiee 919-20 , which may be a scribal emendation; nee : brisiee 927-28) ; 2) weakness of r in treuve : euvre 1037-38 ; 3) rhyme of ai and oi (41-42) ; present subjunctive 4: paiomes 482; 5) brache 928 (but bras 836, 846, etc.); 6) the rhymes doumache : esrache 1221-22; vergongne : esloigne 147-48; fine : digne 1059-60. Though most of these localisms appeared early in the Francien dialect, 2 they, few as they are, if taken in conjunction with the possible setting of the farce in Picardy, 3 seem to point to a northeastern origin for our author.
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HIATUS. The reduction of Old French hiatus resulting from the fall of an intervocalic consonant, while by no means complete, as the many instances of the diaeresis in our edited text show, has progressed further than it had in the Nativité, Trois roys, and Resurrection. 4 " It is maintained regularly in vëoir, mesch'éoir {mesehëans 954, but meschans 1238), deùsses 29, eusse 300, 776, 839; eùst 918; seùe 354; peùst 975; aparceue 951; seùr 407, 557, 665, 775; sceurement 562,1058 (but asseuré 773); peur 408, 666, 776; bieneuré 1032; gaagnier 852 (but age 155). Apart from these cases, hiatus is not reflected in the meter of our play.
INFLECTION. The Old French declension appears in only rare instances. At the rhyme, there is one assured instance of the mas. sing, nom. in -s (mis : amis 1019-20), and six in adjectives and participles (9, 447, 690, 734, 954, 1065) . Against these there are at least five non-inflections in nouns (24, 520, 535, 860, 970) , and fourteen in adjectives and participles (105, 267, 407, 455, 619, 625, 771, 840, 851, 891, 933, 946, 967, 1209) .
Away from the rhyme, the only true cases of the Old French mas. sing, attested to by meter are four occurrences of horns for nom. and/or voc. sing. (407, 568, 732, 754) POSSESSIVES. The etymological fern. sing, form moie has given way to the analogical ma and mienne. Nostre and vostre are the only forms of these possessives used with singular nouns.
VERBS. PRESENT INDICATIVE.
The first person singular of the first conjugation does not appear at the rhyme without analogical -<f. Inside the verse, the only forms which do not have -e are seven instances of pry (but prie 106) ; aing 431; doubt 596, dout 789, 885 (but doubte 823 and redoubte 888, both at rhyme).
The ending -on never has -s at rhyme (608, 694, 804, 855) . The writing -ons, however, appears often inside the verse and may be scribal.
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The sole example of the first person singular of conjugations other than the first at the rhyme is souvent : couvent 667-6$, without analogical -s. Inside the verse, promet 1188, repent 1193, requier 1203 appear, but it is impossible to determine whether these are due to the author or to the scribe.
VERBS. PRESENT SUBJUNCTIVE. The third person singular of the first conjugation always appears with analogical -e except gart 174, 240, 284, 547, 931 (but garde 4) ; port 611 (but porte 191) ; ottroit 71, 122, 1246; doint 272, 285, 289, 348, 1094 . Gart, ottroit, and doint probably do not present the modern forms because they are survivals of old clichés.
In other conjugations, only puist 204, 330, 765, etc. (but puisse 57), has the old form, and here again the reason for it may be the survival of stereotyped expressions.
The present subjunctive 1 of aler is voise 257, 500; aille 769 at rhyme. The second person singular is voisez 606 and the third is voit 463, 849, 998,1239; and in the plural, voison 617. Of estre, the subjunctive is always soie (487, 648, 885, etc.) ; of dire, only die 767, desdie 433, and diez 484 appear in the text.
VERBS. IMPERFECT AND CONDITIONAL.
The imperfect and conditional endings never present the analogical -s in the first person singular (99, 109, 440, 651, etc.) .
CONCLUSION. While, as has been seen, the VSF maintains some linguistic archaisms, several features appear which indicate that the language belongs to a period later than that of the Nativité, Trois roys, and Resurrection? The declension in both nouns and adjectives has largely disappeared. The old forms of the possessive adjectives are completely absent. In verbs, there is a relatively high incidence of analogical ~e in present indicative 1 and present subjunctive 3 of the first conjugation. These phenomena, generally characteristic of the late fourteenth 5. The language of the 'Nativité, Trois roys, and Resurrection, as described by Whittredge (pp. 82-88) and Burks (pp. 82-97), is similar enough to indicate that the three plays may have been composed by the same author. In any case, they belong to an earlier period than does the VSF. In them, hiatus resulting from the fall of a consonant is generally retained. The Old French masculine declension, though not completely intact, appears much more frequently than not, and the etymological féminines of grant, tel, quel greatly outnumber the Middle French analogical feminine forms. In verbs, there is relatively little use of analogical -e or -s in the present indicative, and in die present subjunctive the older etymological forms predominate. The inflected possessives mes, sy, the short forms nos and vos, and the feminine moie are still found.
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[13] century, do not contradict the attribution 6 of the VSF to that period. In any case, it was not composed by the same dramatist as the other three plays, though it may indeed have been reworked by the same redactor.
VII. VERSIFICATION
The VSF is written in octosyllabic couplets. Each of the speeches ends with a four-syllable cue-line rhyming with the first line of the following speech, a technique which ocasionally appears in the Nativité, but not in the other plays in Gen 1131, and which serves both as a mnemonic device and as a means of varying the verse structure. Worthy of note is the fact that this is precisely the verse structure of the Miracles de Nostre Dame.
Examination of the rhymes indicates that lines are omitted before or after 25, 114, 521, and that lines 737, 962-63, 1239, as pointed out in the notes to the lines in question, were miscopied.
If account is taken of the fact that in plays intended for oral delivery, final mute -e might or might not be counted as a syllable before a vowel, we find that there are few lines which do not have the proper number of syllables. These may easily be corrected by the addition of a common monosyllable, or by the substitution of a variant spelling of a word in the line. Only one imperfect verse, 989, a cue-line of five rather than four syllables, remains. Though these slight irregularities were not regarded as important in plays intended for performance, they have been corrected in this edition. Since there are so few octosyllables which cannot be restored by so simple a means as has been employed, it may be assumed that they were correct when they left the hands of the author.
That the poet was consciously interested in rhyme is indicated by the large number of rimes riches, rimes léonines, and rimes léonines riches which appear. There are fifteen instances of rime équivoque (7-8, 81-82, 153-54, etc.) . There are only three rhymes of identical words 
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[14] (111-12, 321-22, 807-08 , the last of which, as is pointed out in the note to the line, may be a scribal error). There are two Latin-French rhymes . The number of imperfect rhymes is small . There are numerous examples of enjambement (8, 12, 28, etc.) .
VIII. PROCEDURE FOLLOWED IN EDITING
The text has been transcribed as it appears in the manuscript, with all scribal inconsistencies in spelling such as the constant interchange of -s and -z, an and en, ai and e, s and c before e and i, etc. The few readings which have been rejected are given in the note to the line in question. Additions of common monosyllables to preserve meter are placed in square brackets. Abbreviations have been resolved in accordance, when possible, with spellings of the same word elsewhere. Changes of scene are indicated by a double asterisk before the first speaker or the first word of the new scene. Consonantal i is transcribed as / and mute -<?' s are printed in brackets when they count as a syllable, even when not written out in the manuscript.
Each of the editors was primarily responsible for certain aspects of the work. Dr. Burks contributed much of the new material concerning the history of the manuscript and its relation to the repertory of the confréries, as well as the study of the language and of the versification. Dr. Craig prepared the chapters on the farce and the staging of the play. Dr. Porter studied the legend and its sources, and established the text; he is also responsible for the notes and glossary. Each of the editors, however, had the assistance of the others in the preparation of his portion, and the collaborative effort was coordinated by Dr. Porter. 
ST. PHARON
Je m'en revois sanz destrier.
Sains homs estes, j'en sui sceûr.
408 Priez pour moy, n'aiez peur. 
648 Ne fmeray tant que g'i soie;
Alons par ce chemin ferré. [27] LA FAME AU VILAIN 932 Mon mary fuet en noz tourtiex:
Oncques ne fut de moy amé.
Il vendra ja tout affamé, Mais ne m'en chault.
LA FAME AU SERGENT 936 Buvon ce moult frïant et chault;
Mal ait qui bien ne [le] buivra.
Je croy que grant bien nous fera.
Quant je l'avale, j'en ay feste. [32]
LA VIE MONSEIGNEUR SAINT FIACRE 940 ïl m'est ja monté en la teste, A paine me puis soustenir.
Et sy voy mon mary venir, 66c
Tout droit dedens ceste taverne. Bien sçay qu'il n'en ara pas yre.
Alons y droit sanz plus atendre. [34]
**Cy parlent a Pharon

